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Existing perception methods often rely on error-prone depth estimation of the

whole scene or learning sparse virtual 3D representations without the target

geometry structure, both of which remain limited in performance and/or capability.

1. The first strategy relies on pixel-level depth estimation. A downside of these

methods is that depth estimation in unconstrained scenes is typically error-

prone, which would be further propagated down to the subsequent

components.

2. The second strategy eliminates the depth dimension via directly learning 3D

representations from 2D images through architecture innovation. However,

their 3D representation is structurally inconsistent with 2D counterparts as no

rigorous intrinsic and extrinsic projection can be leveraged.
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Figure1: Comparison of dense 3D representation learning strategies. (a) The first strategy, is

based on dense pixel-level depth estimation. (b) The second strategy represented bypasses the

depth estimation by learning implicit 2D-3D projection.

Figure2: An illustration of tracing 3D backwards to 2D mechanism for imaginary eyes. The

golden balls represents the polarized grid of dense ``imaginary eyes". Specially, for eyes have

multiple visible images, they backtrack to multiple images, while eyes having only single visible

image backtrack to single image.

Figure3: Our pipeline comprises two stages: learning ego 3D representation from 2D features and

executing multiple downstream tasks based on 3D representation. The gray lines represent the 2D

feature stream while the blue lines represent the 3D feature stream. Besides, the orange lines

specify our back tracing path.

MVAA is the core of transferring 2D representation into 3D. We formulate the learning

of these imaginary eyes in an adaptive self-attention detection framework. The

process can be expressed as:
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𝐲 ∈ ℝ𝐶×𝑁𝑒𝑦𝑒 is the eye queries, r ∈ ℝ3×𝑁𝑒𝑦𝑒 is the location of eyes in ego car

coordinate. Formally, each eye(i.e., query) will dynamically choose 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 feature

points at 𝑁𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 scales of 2D image representation. 𝐀 and 𝚫𝐫 are based on learnable

parameters:
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Limitations of existing dense 3D representation 

learning strategies
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Multi-view multi-scale adaptive attention (MVAA)

3D detection results on the nuScenes validation set

3D detection results on the nuScenes validation set

Qualitative results on nuScenes dataset

1. We start with introducing a polarized grid of dense “imaginary eyes” for

BEV representation, with each eye naturally occupying a specific

geometry location with the depth information involved.

2. For learning 3D representation including height information intrinsically

absent in BEV, we initialize each eye using a uniform value and leave the

eyes to look backward surrounding 2D visual representations subject to

the intrinsic and extrinsic 3D-to-2D projection.

3. With the adaptive attention mechanism, eyes focus dynamically on 2D

representations and directly learn to approximate missing height

information in a data driven manner.

Project Page:  https://fudan-zvg.github.io/Ego3RT/


